
 
  
 

 
GLASGOW  FEVER – SCHOOL VISITS   
SESSION  PLAN: SECOND LEVEL    
 
WEEK 5/6 
 

 

Session 

Time/ 

Players 

45 mins – 1hr 

 

1 class (25 average) 

 

KEY POINTS Game practice 

Fun competition 

 

Time Organisation/Drill Points of Emphasis - Teaching Cues 

 

10 mins Recap previous 4-5 weeks – footwork, 

dribbling, shooting and passing key points 

Warm Up 

Use whole court/hall: game of TIG: high five 

tig/line tig/tunnel tig etc 

(Begin without basketballs, introduce later) 

 

Question: why did we not do games 

straight away in the first week? 

- Develop skills/learn 

- Get better 

 

Putting everything into practice! 

40 mins GAME OPTIONS 

(Adapt depending on size of group/class and 

space available) 

 

1. Full Court Games 

Players split into even teams and play full 

game (4v4/5v5) 

Play set periods and rotate teams 

Coach to referee 

 

2. Possesion games (e.g. hoopball/bench 

ball)  

Players in teams inside set area. Can score 

points by either making set number of 

passes in a row, passing to a target such as 

a teammate on a bench or a teammate 

standing in a hoop 

 

3. Numbers Game (for larger groups) 

Players split into two even teams. Each team 

lined up along one side of court, and every 

player in teams given a number (to match 

someone on the opposite team) 

Coach calls a number – players with that 

number run to get ball and play 1v1  

Progress to 2v2, 3v3, 4v4 etc 

Teams keep scores 

 

4. Shooting Competitions/Knockout 

Players split into even teams and must score 

set number of baskets from certain spots  

First team finished wins 

 

 

 

(Can use shooting activities/relays to 

break up continuous games) 

 

 

Condition as required: e.g. all players 

must touch ball, set number of passes 

before scoring, etc. 

Defense: mark one player, get the ball 

back 

 

Useful for larger groups/limited baskets – 

can have numerous games ongoing 

 

Condition: limit number of dribbles that 

players can take: emphasis on 

passing/moving 

 

 

Strict on fouls 

Don’t get ball – play defense 

Use your teammates: pass 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


